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Newsletter Update
Welcome to the October 2014 edition of the
Limerick Flying Club newsletter.The newsletter will
be issued quarterly. Articles are always welcome on
aviation related matters for the interest and
knowledge of the members. Please keep your
contribution reasonably short and do enclose photos
if you wish. The editor reserves the right to edit
articles received.
FH
Submissions to the newsletter are always welcomenewsletter@limerickflyingclub.com

From the Chair
A lot has happened since the last newsletter and I
find myself trying to prioritise items rather than
figuring if there is anything worth telling as is
usually the case. This is not because it’s been a long
time since the last newsletter but rather a lot of
people have made a lot of things happen recently
and I will start out by thanking everybody who has
stepped up to the mark and got involved. We have a
new Operations room, which is now up, and running
complete with new paths and signage. This new
facility was required for a number of reasons and
was cited by the membership as being a priority. The
instructors now have views of the windsock as well
as each end of the runway. The whole thing feels
bright and airy including the new modern
teaching/briefing room.
Personally I didn’t appreciate the level of
dilapidation we had gotten used to until I saw the
new facility. The clubhouse has been revamped,
cleaned up and has had a new kitchen including a
vital new piece of safety equipment, a dishwasher!
It is up to us now to keep the clubhouse clean,
especially in the context of leaving food around as
we head towards the critter season. The fly in was a

great success and even though we were not blessed
with good weather, a great night was had, with some
truly excellent food and plenty of it. We tied with
the idea of getting in outside caterers to reduce the
workload on club members but in the end we
concluded that it’s very difficult to get the quality
we get, using catering. The pilots from Cork were
extremely envious of our setup and complimented us
on our wonderful facilities and atmosphere – it’s
always nice to get positive feedback. We went
ahead with our late summer fly-out to the islands.
We had some spectacular Indian summer weather
and some of the photos taken are awesome. Check it
out on Facebook. There was a great sense of fun and
frolics in the sun.
But enough about that, what goes on tour stays on
tour. There is a vague promise to do it all again so
we will wait and see if another event is proposed
(Scotland anyone?). We will soon replace the fire
tender and the windsock and there are still some site
works to complete such as new tarmac in front of the
new ops rooms, fencing and so on. We have placed
some new signage in the hangar to help everybody
identify that the doors have been fully opened, so
please make use of this and don’t move any aircraft
through the opening until you are certain that the
doors are fully back. As we move onto a winter
footing, the days are shorter and the opportunity for
flying are curtailed but we can look back proudly at
the summer as a time when the club membership
really stood up and achieved a massive amount to
improve our club and for that I thank you all.
Joe
Airfield and Facilities
The airfield looks very well and I think we are all
pleased with the very recent improvements such as-
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New Portakabin
Our splendid new Operations centre is now fully set
up in the very fine new portakabin which I think you
will agree is a huge improvement on what went
before. Special word of thanks to Paul Keane, Mark
Burkley, Jeff Walton, Dave Fielding and others for
fitting out the cabin. It looks very well and gives a
professonal image to the public. We will shortly
have completed a tarmac area in front of the cabin
and the old portakabin hs been repainted and will
be used as a store. Great changes for the betterthanks again to all those who have contributed in
recent months.

FLY-OUT
After our fly-in mid-august some members started
discussing an end of summer fly-out. Joe Sullivan
took on the task of getting consensus on dates and
venues and it was decided to go for Inis Mór on the
20th September. The weather for September was
exceptionally dry and warm but of course as the
date for it approached all eyes were on the weather
to make sure it stayed favourable. Luckily we were
in for a few more weeks of the 2014 Indian summer
and all went to plan.

From around 10am on Saturday the 20th, pilots
started to gather at Coonagh and ready their
machines for the trip. Flight plans were expertly
filed online by Paul as Gerry looked on nervously.

October 2014

Joe thoughtfully cooked up a fry to keep our
cholesterol levels topped up. A total of seven aircraft
filed from Coonagh: Tecnams EI-LFC and EI-JPK,
Cessna N172AM, Eurostar EI-DRW, Sportscruiser
EI-EDJ, Luton EI-CGF and Aeronca EI-DDD.
Cessna EI-BPL joined as well flying directly from
Shannon.
There were a few minor issues en-route. Tower
could not make out alpha mike’s radio transmissions
and told us to remain out of controlled airspace,
which always sounds ominous. But after a few
minutes we tried again and were approved to enter
the zone. Then it was the turn of EI-EDW and EICGF to annoy the tower. Both aircraft flew under
one flight plan, which proved a challenge given their
very different cruising speeds. Having seven items
in VFR traffic in the zone at the same time surely
added an interesting element to the tower
controller’s workload but one by one we popped out
the far side of the zone and radioed Spanish Point.
Alpha Mike’s GPS was inop and finding Spanish
Point can be hard work but we were visual with the
other craft so when one of them called finals so we
just followed him in!

After a brief stop and a look around the hangar n
Spanish Point we got airborne again for Inis Mór.
Landing was uneventful with a very manageable
crosswind. One by one we taxied onto the grass
and parked up for the night. Jeff thoughtfully
brought enough tie downs for most of the planes.
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there already but had taken the unfortunate decision
to dress up as old men for the evening which
ensured no actual men went anywhere near them.
When Watty’s finally closed a few brave souls
wandered back to the hotel for even more beer.

We all deplaned and tied down and went to find the
bus to town. The local hotel was fully booked so we
stayed in two B&Bs instead both of which were
within walking distance of the hotel. We asked the
bus driver why the hotel was booked and rumours of
a hen party in town generated some excitement.
But first it was time for lunch and a few beers. After
that, a few brave souls decided to get some
exercise and rented some bikes to go and see Dún
Aonghasa. The rest decided a pub-crawl was more
fun so spent the day wandering up and down the
road between Tí Joe Watty’s and the Aran Islands
Hotel trying to find the hen party.

The next morning we were all up bright and early for
breakfast but some couldn’t face digesting another
fry so just focussed on rehydrating themselves.
Once at the field we looked clear blue skies and
light winds but weather updates from Shannon said
they were fogged in. We waited around a few hours
for the fog to lift, which it did eventually, but looking
at a 2pm departure meant our planned stop in Birr
was no longer on the cards, so we decided to head
straight for Coonagh. While waiting at the airport
some friends of Lindsay’s that we had met the night
before had tracked down Paul Keane on Facebook
and decided to take us up on our offer to bring them
flying. Two circuits of Inis Mór in Alpha Mike made
their day and passed another 30 minutes. After
that, we left for Coonagh. The journey home was
uneventful. Jeff flew left seat in Alpha Mike and for
some reason was instantly recognised by every
controller we spoke to. I don’t know if this helped
our hindered us!

As is the tradition those that were not present
became the main focus of the jokes for the evening
much to their confusion when they arrived back for
dinner. New nicknames for club members appeared
in proportion to the alcohol consumed so now the
Coonagh member list includes Stupid Flanders,
Side Show Rob, Smithers and Shirley Valentine.
After dinner in the Óstan it was back to Tí Watty’s
for some music and more beer. The hen party was
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Low Level Caravans-Watch out if you are
flying in Roscommon,Longford, Westmeath
as you just might see a Cessna Caravan
underneath you at 250ft! A survey is being
carried out between September-December
2014 and two of these aircraft will operate at
250 rural areas, 750ft in urban areas.

DUTY	
  PILOTS	
  
	
  
	
  
More duty pilots are needed urgently- contact Rob
Benson 087-2432464/robert_benson@hotmail.com	
  

A very successful, enjoyable and safe fly-out
enjoyed by an excellent turnout of Coonagh
members. We definitely need to make sure to do
this more often!
Club House Bar Refurbishment- Hope you are
enjoying the refreshing changes in the clubhouse!
Great work done here by Rev, Gearoid, Mark B and
others. Special Thanks also to our Clubman of the
Year, Brian Conway for all his hard work in laying
the new pathway and more.
News
• If you are flying to Sligo keep an eye out for
Tibohine airfield.The strip is 470mx15,
Hard/Grass, R/T 123.450 and offers flying
training on an Icarus 42. It is just outside the
Connaught CTR but within the CTA. I flew
over it a month ago but did not know of it’s
existence. Now that I do I hope to drop in for
a visit!
• Ardfert Airfield- has been extended to 500m
grass and is a fine airfield to visit. Give
Brendan Gurnett a ring on 087-2214648 and
he will have the kettle on!
• Lough Conn Airfield-is another new strip
recently developed.

Please be advised that duty pilots should remain on
duty even when there is no flying!
Please
remember to always answer the phone and check
for voicemails at the start of your shift. It is
important that the club is open for business at the
weekends as advertised for people wanting to buy
vouchers or make enquiries in person and by
phone.
CLUB CREST STICKERS
These are now available from yours truly for
members and on sale in the Ops Room to the public
at 50c each.

http://lists.limerickflyingclub.com/cgibin/mailman/listinfo/members
Articles
The LFC Newsletter is published monthly, in the first
week of the month. All articles, letters, etc. must reach
the Editor at least two days before distribution. All club
members, and non-members who are interested in our
club, or flying, are invited to publish articles. Please
submit your article by email to
newsletter@limerickflyingclub.com or in person or by
post. They may on any subject you wish, information,
gossip, fun, logistics, or anything else.
Disclaimer
The articles, opinions and ideas published in the LFC
Newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the Limerick
Flying Club (Coonagh) Limited Committee or its officers, who
accept no liability for the articles or for any statements made.
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